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Researching the  Globalization of 
Temporary Staffing

Two year academic project (Sept. 2004 to Nov. 2006) 
funded by the ESRC

Research methodology:
The ‘horizontal’ dimension: mapping the global 
temporary staffing industry (top 20 transnationals)
The ‘vertical’ dimension: embedding the global 
temporary staffing industry (Sweden, Australia, Japan 
and Eastern Europe)

Semi-structured interviews conducted:
25 interviews with 14 of the top 20 firms (including all 
top 8) at headquarter level – and more since…
59 case study country interviews with transnational 
firms, domestic agencies, government, labour unions 
and trade bodies
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Top 20 Transnational Agencies, 2006
Rank 
2006 

Firm Origin Foreign revenue 
2006 ($m) 

% revenue 
foreign 

1 Adecco Switzerland 26,402.60 98 
2 Manpower US 15,447.60 88 
3 Vedior Netherlands 9,336.00 92 
4 Randstad Netherlands 6,962.23 64 
5 USG People Netherlands 2,559.56 55 
6 Kelly Services US 1,911.90 34 
7 Hays UK 1,098.45 31 
8 Hudson Highland US 914.25 67 
9 Robert Half International US 844.04 21 
10 MPS Group US 731.88 39 
11 Michael Page UK 660.70 52 
12 Synergie Group France 385.08 27 
13 Corporate Services Group UK 362.53 35 
14 CDI Corp US 346.48 27 
15 Monster US 323.78 29 
16 Harvey Nash UK 313.07 63 
17 Robert Walters UK 267.08 50 
18 Proffice Sweden 174.57 42 
19 Glotel  UK 148.78 57 
20 Westaff US 132.80 22 

Source: Company Annual Reports and Websites. 
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A diverse grouping…
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Global presence of the top 20 in 2005
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The embedded firm, version 1

• Subsidiary embeddedness in host contexts

• Focuses on depth and quality of relations between 
inward investors and local firms/organisations

• The ‘quality’ FDI debate: enclaves and/or upgrading 
potential

• Corporate HQ’s and the limits to subsidiary control

• Weaknesses: tends to focus on inter-firm relations, 
and sees inward investors as driver of firm-territory 
interface
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The embedded firm, version 2

• Societal embeddedness and home country effects

• Organisational forms and practices shaped by 
regulatory environment of home country

• Distinct national paths of internationalization

• Transfers of industrial models and processes of 
convergence/divergence?

• Weaknesses: prioritises home country institutional 
effects, and national over sectoral variations
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The embedded firm, version 3

• Market-seeking FDI in service sectors 

• Nature of host market (e.g. regulatory conditions, local 
competitors etc.) drives internationalisation strategies 
and shapes nature of territorial embeddedness

• 1. need to look at the ‘far side’ of international 
business (Hansen, 2008)

• 2. need to look at internationalisation as a relational 
rather than atomistic process (Glückler, 2006)

• 3. complexity and variability of internationalisation 
strategies and processes (Faulconbridge et al., 2008)  
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The general model: the ‘multinational’ 
corporation

• In general terms, temporary staffing firms are a 
relatively simple form of transnational corporation 
conforming to the notion of a ‘multinational’ 
organizational model

• Most key assets, responsibilities and decisions are 
decentralised and HQ-subsidiary relationships are 
concerned primarily with financial control and 
reporting

• Transnational agencies tend to run as decentralised 
federations: management hierarchies tend to be fairly 
flat, and HQ operations relatively small, with 
marketing, IT and HR the key functions organised at a 
global scale
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Temporary staffing as highly 
territorially embedded

Shaped both by the inherent nature of the business, 
and its geographically variable regulation: 

• Extensive office networks (especially general 
staffing)

• Candidate lists and local labour markets

• National patterns of labour market regulation and 
welfare provision

• National patterns of staffing industry regulation

• Strength and nature of local competition

• Strength and nature of local lobbying/resistance 
activity
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Modes of national staffing 
regulation

Mode 1: liberal industry regulation, liberal labour 
market regulation (e.g. Ireland, UK, US)
Mode 2: liberal industry regulation, lightly regulated 
labour market (e.g. Australia, Czech Republic, 
Poland)
Mode 3: liberal industry regulation, highly regulated 
labour market (e.g. Germany, Japan, Sweden)
Mode 4: strict industry regulation, lightly regulated 
labour market (e.g. Belgium, Italy)
Mode 5: strict industry regulation, strict labour market 
regulation (e.g. France)
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Producing national temporary 
staffing markets

THE MULTI-SCALAR STATE

Regulation of the 
Temporary 

Staffing Industry

Welfare system 
and changing 
nature of job 

provision

Regulation of 
the mainstream 

employment 
relation

NATIONAL TEMPORARY STAFFING MARKET

Client firms and workers segmented by 
geography, sector, firm size and occupation

NATIONAL & 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

BODIES

Lobbying for favourable 
regulation

TRADE UNIONS

Resistance and 
lobbying activities

DOMESTIC AGENCIES TRANSNATIONAL 
AGENCIES

Market expansion 
strategies (e.g. 
diversification, 

acquisition, organic 
growth)

Market expansion 
strategies (e.g. 

diversification, acquisition, 
organic growth)Competitive dynamics
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HighMediumVery highMediumHighExtent of 
territorial 
embeddedness

MonthlyDailyDailyDailyWeeklyMost common 
duration of 
contracts

ProfessionalManufacturing, 
retailing

Office 
workers

Manufacturing, 
retailing

Government, 
professional, 

manufacturing

Dominant 
sectors

HighLowHighLowLowProfit margins

Manpower 
(US)

NAStaff Service 
(Japan)

NASkilled 
Engineering 

(AUS)

Largest player

1-2%Less than 1%15%Less than 1%3%Share of global 
industry

90%Fragmented but 
concentration 

tendencies

55%Fragmented but 
concentration 

tendencies

35% Market share, 
top 10

35055023,700NA3,404Number of 
agencies

1.0%0.4%1.6%Less than 1%1.4%Penetration 
rate (2005)

SwedenPolandJapanCzech 
Republic

Australia
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Widespread 
collective 

agreements

Societal 
adaptation to 
new labour 

market norms

Strong 
preference to 
use domestic 

staffing 
agencies

Societal 
adaptation to 
new labour 

market norms

State level 
industrial 

relations and 
geographical 
segmentation 

of market

Key shaping factors

StrongMediumWeakMediumWeakRole of transnationals

Transnational staffing agencies

MediumLowLow LowMediumDomestic firm 
internationalisation

LowLowHighLowMediumExtent of domestic 
innovation

MediumMedium Very strongMediumStrongRole of domestic sector

Domestic staffing agencies

StrongWeakStrongWeakWeakRole of industry trade bodies

StrongMediumStrong but 
weakening

MediumStrong but 
weakening

Role of trade unions

Market shaping institutions

StrongStrong, but 
liberalising

StrongLiberalisingMedium but 
liberalising 

Labour market regulation

LightLiberalisingLight LiberalisingLightIndustry regulation

State regulation

SwedenPolandJapanCzech 
Republic

Australia
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Modes of transnational activity 
in making of markets

Different types of transnational presence in different 
national markets 
•Market-making: involved in the opening up, creation 
and institutionalising of national staffing market 
• Market-mediating:  involved with other labour market 
institutions in the expansion of market size and scope
• Market-responsive: range of domestic labour market 
institutions lead on the creation of the market, with 
transnationals responding to legalization/liberalisation 
• Transnational agencies role in market construction 
is variable – same firm can lead in one market, 
respond in another
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Conclusions

• TNCs as the ‘nodal points of and interface between two 
realms: that of internationalization in global structures, 
and that of embeddedness in the domestic structures of 
national/regional political economies’ (Sally, 1994: 162)

• Extending notions of the ‘embedded’ transnational to 
look at market-seeking FDI heavily shaped by host 
market extra-firm connections – range of labour market 
institutions

• National staffing markets made through the interaction 
of a range of actors and institutions

• In different national staffing markets transnational 
temporary staffing agencies play different roles


